Sustainability and Circular Economy in Learning Factories – Case Studies
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Abstract

Since the mitigation of climate change is one of the biggest challenges to face on a global scale, the topic has become more relevant also in industrial context. Learning factories have proven to be suitable environments to address and convey competencies to tackle industrial challenges in an interactive way. Hence, several learning factories are already dealing with sustainability topics in various use cases. This paper strives to present a state of the art of sustainability and circular economy in learning factories. Therefore, a classification framework is developed based on the state of the art of several learning factories and existing literature regarding the topic. This framework is then used to systematically describe the different activities regarding sustainability and circular economy that are currently ongoing in learning factories worldwide. This can be used to get an idea about the different aspects of the topic and how to address them, but furthermore also offers assistance to identify “blind spots” which could and should be addressed in learning factories in the future.
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1. Introduction

Among many other studies, the latest report provided by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) presents alarming statistics and numbers regarding the anthropogenic climate change [1]. Politicians and other stakeholders from countries all over the world are claiming commitments and actions to meet the goals of the Paris agreement and limit global temperature rise to 1.5 degrees [2]. This also resembles in changing regulation for companies, making it necessary to develop towards sustainability. Reducing their environmental impact through increasing efficiency, substitution to renewable sources or fostering circular economy are important elements to do so. Learning factories have proven to be effective tools for developing competencies of company employees for this sort of changing requirements and new topics. Although exact and up-to-date numbers are not available yet, based on [3] and [4] for the German region, it is assumed that less than 35% of learning factories worldwide teach topics regarding sustainability, including the important aspect of Circular Economy (CE), and
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even less do explicitly research in this field. Given this low representation, the paper aims at giving a deeper insight into the current state of the art. Therefore, a joint matrix of use cases is developed as base for investigation. Furthermore, missing elements to holistically tackle these topics are identified and recommendations are derived. The analysis was carried out through the members of the working group Sustainability and Circular Economy in the International Association of Learning Factories (IALF).

2. Basics

2.1. Sustainability

Sustainability as a term in its current sense has existed since about 1713, when it was used in connection with forestry. At that time, it was a question of forestry whether the forest can always regrow the resources it has consumed. [5] This principle of sustainability, to consume only as much as can grow back again to not endanger the possibility for future generations to meet their needs, is still valid today. It was stated outside of forestry in the so-called “Brundtland-Report” 1987. In this report, three dimensions of sustainability were defined, namely environment, economy, and equity (the last one also being framed as society). [6] Whereas the Brundtland-Commission stated this three dimensions as co-equal, other sources attribute greater importance to the environmental dimension, followed by the social dimension, stating that society and economy (as part of society) can only exist in a healthy environment. [7–9] Three core strategies of sustainability are named as efficiency, substitution or consistency and sufficiency. Efficiency hereby describes the concept of resource productivity, consistency meaning reduced environmental impact by resource substitution and adopted natural resource flows and sufficiency relating to a value shift and reduced consumption. [10,11] Another classification of sustainability dimensions was introduced with the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2015 by the United Nations [12].

2.2. Circular Economy

During the last years, the concept of CE has gained the interest of scholars [13], researchers, professionals, and politicians, as a convenient solution to move away from the linear economy concept without neglecting the goals of sustainable development [14]. CE is based on rethinking and redesigning products and services, implementing the recirculation of materials, with the aim to regenerate natural systems and reduce the generation of pollution and waste [15]. The main goals of CE can be summarized as followed, according to [16]: 1) close and slow loops, 2) minimize waste and 3) sustainability. It is thus important to consider systems holistically and better connect the end-of-life with the beginning-of-life of products. Nevertheless, the economic model behind these aspects poses a challenge due to the existing barriers between the developed theories within academia and those applied and used by practitioners [17]. The broad concept of CE (currently being standardized within ISO TC 323) with its link to sustainability makes it difficult to implement and evaluate it in the development of efficient practices [18]. To overcome this burden, circular hubs are increasingly regarded as facilitators of circularity in the industry [19], which gives learning factories an important role with regard to a successful paradigm shift. One example of a CE learning factory can be found in [20]. Otherwise, the field of interest is not very much covered in the literature, which strengthen the need for this work.

3. Development of classification matrix

To structure the variety of approaches with which learning factories address the topics of sustainability and circular economy, a classification matrix was developed. In this matrix, the different use cases found in learning factories are analysed in different categories and subcategories. The first category to consider are the phases of the product life cycle management (PLM) with product development, production, product use, collection and sorting as well as reprocessing [21]. Since production processes are the focus of most learning factories, this subcategory was further divided into the common subsystems building, TBS (technical building services) and production machines [22]. The next two categories are energy and material. Regarding both, the topics of efficiency and substitution play an important role when it comes to sustainability (see chapter 2.1), hence they are affiliated as subcategory. For the category energy, flexibility is added, meaning the possibility to shift energy demands in times where (more) renewable energy is available. For material, circularity is also added as subcategory (see chapter 2.2). Another category is a reduced deviation of TRL (technology readiness level) to examine the progress of the different use cases. It is divided in the subcategories proof of concept, Lab/Prototype demonstrator and available in industry. The next category learning factory (LF) use scenarios examine, in which context the analysed use cases occur in learning factories, for university education, professional training, research/development and/or consultancy/engineering. At last, also the SDGs addressed with the different use cases are noted in the matrix.
4. Classification of learning factory use cases

4.1. Approach for classification

After the classification matrix concept was developed, the members of the working group collected use cases addressed in their respective learning factories. After the wording was aligned and the use cases were specified, it could be identified that use cases are applied in multiple learning factories in similar or equivalent ways. These use cases were then combined into one. Furthermore, research was done to identify use cases in learning factories outside of the learning factories represented in the working group, based on available published literature.

4.2. Results - Classification matrix

The results of the classification process are presented in Table 1. The determined categories are on top, the use cases are numbered and mentioned on the left. A full-filled circle means that the use case tackles the topic completely, half-filled partly and an empty circle means not addressed.

Table 1. Classification matrix for the identified use cases on sustainability and CE in learning factories

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
<th>Nr.</th>
<th>Use Case</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Energy Monitoring</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Cyber-physical cooling storage station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Part-specific CO₂-accounting</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>Energy efficiency of manufacturing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Real-time waste monitoring on shopfloor</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Energy efficiency of production machines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Energy flow analysis</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Compressed air</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mixed reality for energy efficiency</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>AI based process parameter optimization (YET)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Gemba walk for waste analysis</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>AI based waste reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Defining the lowest energy-intensive processes</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Interactive standard operating procedures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Energy storage systems and renewable energy integration</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>Recycling of plastic waste for 3D Printing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Energy storage in flywheels</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Energy simulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Energy-flexible operation of climatized rooms</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Supported holistic analysis and implementation of measures in external LF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Energy-flexible operation of production lines</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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4.3. Description of use cases

In the following, each of the identified use cases is briefly described in a general manner. For further details of implementation, the cited references can be used. The 1st use case, identified to be the most common one regarding sustainability in learning factories, is energy monitoring. It focuses on (real time) monitoring of energy consumed, potentially including post-processing analysis and decision support capabilities. It can be a necessary part for learning factories to sensitize and show the impact of specific improvement measures. Additionally, energy monitoring itself can be core of research work, for example in case of the implementation of low-cost energy monitoring systems, described in [23]. Use case 2, the part-specific CO₂-accounting, is used as a tool to show savings regarding greenhouse gas emissions that are possible with several measures, but it can also demonstrate how to set up a part-specific tracking in the first place [24,25]. Another use case regarding monitoring is presented in [26], where waste of production processes is monitored in real-time and used for benchmarks on the shop floor, to automatise detection of material inefficiencies. In the use case Energy flow analysis participants learn how to identify both improvable energy flows and energy wastes. This serves as a basis for energy efficiency improvements [27]. Other examples from learning factories show that mixed reality can be interesting in context of energy efficiency of production machines or also HVAC systems (heating, ventilation, air conditioning). Mixed reality increases transparency through visualising normally invisible energy flows and efficiency potentials. [28,29] Another analysis method to identify waste in the context of sustainability and circular economy is the gembawalk. By observation of processes and guided interviews with operators and management on the shop floor, non-efficient ways of working and weak points in production (e.g. too high energy consumption) can be uncovered. Based on previously mentioned analysis methods, conventional and non-conventional machining processes can be compared, and the process with the lowest energy consumption can be defined [30]. The use case can also include an additional designing process to use the least amount of energy and material for the development and creation of a product level.

To achieve carbon neutral manufacturing through renewable energy supply, but also to ensure a successful energy transition, energy flexibility of manufacturing process and systems is important. The is addressed in learning factories in different forming. Use case 8 is dealing with energy storage systems and renewable energy integration into manufacturing systems. This involves several storage options for different energy carriers but also appropriate technologies, methods and tools to design and control the manufacturing system as such. To demonstrate the important interaction of all elements, different setups are established. [31] A specific form of storage system is shown in the use case of energy storage in flywheels. There, the innovative concept of flywheel energy storage is combined with other types of storages such as a battery for research and education purposes [32]. To examine the energy flexibility potential of industrial indoor climate control, a modified climate room can be used. In this demonstrator, thermally active wall elements serve as cooling units as well as energy storage, a conventional air handling unit is installed as reference case [33]. Energy flexibility in production lines is also depicted in learning factories. This can be achieved for example by adapting production schedules towards energetical optimization [34] or operate the industrial energy supply systems with optimized control algorithms [35]. To facilitate the understanding of influencing factors and the derivation of improvement measure regarding heating and cooling, use case 12 is dealing with a cyber-physical cooling storage station. The developed system based on small scaled equipment allows to experience the interaction of thermodynamic processes, industrial sensors and industrial automation in order to derive more efficient solutions. [36] Energy efficiency is also pursued for manufacturing. In use case 13, the energy and material efficiency is determined via the Design for Assembly, via statistical process control and via scheduling. Energy flexibility is controlled via VR, simulation and scheduling [37]. Additionally, to manufacturing in general, use case 14 is addressing the energy efficiency measures possible on production machines, either by industrial scale demonstrators like in [38], or by the development of model scale production processes. Latter ensures better accessibility, less space and investment compared to industrial scale learning environments. [39] Compressed air is another topic covered within learning factories, showing not only methods to identify leakages or the economic influence of those, but also how to optimize the compressed air system in general. Furthermore, with a real-time asset performance optimizing tool for process parameter optimization and waste reduction, operators and factory workers can be enabled to improve their process performance regarding energy consumption and waste reduction. Data from multiple sets of sensors are paired with machine learning algorithms that suggest ideal set points based on the environmental and production conditions. [40] Most processes still require manual operation. Therefore, interactive standard operation procedures provide operators with the exact content and level of detail to work efficiently depending on their skill level. Material demand plays a crucial role towards sustainability and circularity is a key concept to address related challenges. In this context, use case 19 is dealing with the recycling of plastic waste for 3D printing. The use case consists of a modular process chain for treating end-of-life plastic products/parts in order to extrude printable filament for further use in 3d printing processes. Therewith, deeper understanding of technological opportunities but also limits can be gained. [41] Energy simulations are needed for some of the use cases already.
mentioned above, but due to its importance are mentioned as separate use case as well. Simulation models are used to analyse production environments regarding their energy efficiency, predict energy consumption [42] and also to evaluate identified improvement potentials through fast scenario comparisons as exemplarily described in [43]. To enable a holistic view with regard to the product life cycle and to understand the interaction between the individual product states, the last use case addresses an external learning factory. After a theoretical lecture and a practical group exercise within the topic of value stream mapping at the university, students have the possibility to deepen their gained knowledge through respective analyses at companies in the context of their bachelor- or master theses. This is done with the aim to analyse interrelated cross-company value streams, to teach aspects of circularity and sustainability throughout the complete lifecycle of products [44]. These external learning factories complement the learnings of the students with real-life industrial experiences.

4.4. Discussion of results

Looking at the use cases and their respective classifications, several notable aspects occur. What is striking, though not surprising if one considers the general focus of most learning factories, is that all use cases tackle the topic of production and production machines in specific. In contrast to that, life cycle phases like product development, product use, reprocessing as well as collection & sorting are hardly addressed yet. Furthermore, most use cases deal with the topics regarding energy, specifically energy efficiency. That is also visible in the SDGs addressed, where SDG 12 (responsible consumption and production) is mentioned the most, followed by SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure) and SDG 7 (affordable and clean energy). Use cases regarding material resources are hardly represented, especially not in the context of circularity or substitution. Since the life cycle perspective and the holistic view of supply chains is crucial to raise all potentials to lower the environmental impact of industry, it is a clear recommendation focusing on addressing these topics in learning factories in the future. Furthermore, the application of more use cases for consultancy as well as professional training should be aspirered, to reach industry directly.

5. Conclusion and Outlook

The developed classification matrix marks a starting point to systematically address topics regarding sustainability and circular economy in learning factories. Showing the variety of possible use cases, it can serve as inspiration for learning factories not active in the field yet to start addressing aspects of the topics as well. Therefore, the matrix needs to be updated prospectively to include upcoming use cases or use cases not included in this version due to lack of available information. Furthermore, the tackled categories of the use cases may change due to further development, that also need to be updated in the matrix prospectively. The IALF working group might provide a suitable infrastructure to organize these update process.
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